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MemGram® Orientation Script 

 

At the top of the MemGram® Chart is a chain of #'s called the Organ Trauma Sequence (OTS). 

The #'s represent glands/organs, but think of them as a chain of dominoes, the left one (Past 

Cause) knocking over the next one one and the next one until you reach the right side (Present), 

which we label as the present day problem, but, in actuality, the real culprit was way back at 

the beginning, the Past Cause. 

Everything stems from your Chain, so I will give you a quick explanation of how the Chain is 

created. 

We have used the data which you submitted to assign a heat intensity rating to each of 24 

organs. I like to use the following analogy to illustrate the importance of the heat rating. Let's 

say you have a Christmas tree that is loaded with lights that demand a large amount of power 

to be delivered to it but you plug the tree into a tiny extension cord. What is going to happen to 

the cord? It is going to get hot because it has a lot of resistance to the electricity that is trying to 

travel from the wall outlet to the tree. Electricity is energy and you cannot block energy. Energy 

must and will move, no matter what. So, the cord gets hotter and hotter until it finally blows up 

or shorts out as it is commonly termed. The point of the blowout or short is where the energy 

got out or was released that was trying to get from the wall outlet to the tree but couldn't 

because there was too much resistance. 

People are the same way but we can't have people blowing up just because they are stressed, 

so we have emotions (e-motion, energy in motion) to release the heat, pressure, stress. The 

example I like to use is Organ #21-Posterior Pituitary which is involved with regulating water 

balance in the body.  

When a person attends a funeral and experiences Grief, the Posterior Pituitary (Organ #21) 

heats up like the wire we talked about. We can't have people blowing up just because they are 

grieving so the blocked energy is released from the body through tears. The point of this 

discussion is that the heat imprint left by the Posterior Pituitary (Organ #21) and other organs 

and glands is detected by our process. 

So, we take your data and assign a heat rating to each of the 24 Organs. We calculate the 

average and make a Chain out of the above average heat ratings, starting with the lowest heat 

rating (coldest) on the LEFT (Past Cause) all the way over to the RIGHT (Present Effect) being the 

hottest. 

Any questions about how the Chain was created? 
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THREE KEY POSITIONS 

Now, there are 3 KEY POSITIONS in the Chain that tell us something important. The middle 

number(s) (CORE), the LEFT number (Past Cause) and the RIGHT number (Present Effect). All 3 

of these represent a dichotomy. The 3 big boxes indicate these 3 Key Positions. 

What is a Dichotomy? The physical dimension is made up of a series of dichotomies without 

which the physical dimension in which we live would not exist. For example, if I say GENDER, 

you know what it means only because you are aware of Male vs. Female, the GENDER 

dichotomy. If I say TEMPERATURE, you know what it means only because you are aware of Hot 

vs. Cold, the TEMPERATURE dichotomy. If I say WEALTH, you know what I mean only because 

you are aware of Rich vs. Poor Dichotomy. I could spend all day listing the various dichotomies 

that make up the physical dimension. 

Any questions about what is a Dichotomy? 

Soul Pattern vs Stress Pattern: CORE 

Looking at the big box in the middle, the organ(s) in your Core represent your Core Dichotomy. 

It represents your Soul Pattern, Who You Really Are, The Plan FOR Your Life. It also represents 

your Stress Pattern, Who You Are Not, The Plan AGAINST Your Life.  

You have a Plan Against Your Life because there is a Plan For Your life. You cannot have one 

without the other. What is in your Core is what is trying to BE, the negative side -- the who you 

are NOT. Below the box you see it says, "You are here to learn what it feels like to be who you 

are NOT." Notice it doesn't say, "...to BE who you are NOT"...it says "...to LEARN what it FEELS 

like to be who you are not." 

Earth is a school. What produces learning? Friction is what produces life in the physical 

dimension. Why don't we give a child everything he asks for every time he asks for it? Because 

he won't learn to appreciate anything. How do we learn? We learn by our mistakes, the 

traumas. The job of the Stress Pattern is a necessary one but if it works too well and you start 

believing that you ARE the person called NAME in your life movie then you end up with a body 

and mind that is distorted from the truth of who you are really are and what you deserve to BE-

DO-HAVE. You have sickness  

By Knowing Your MemGram® you learn to understand that your life is a movie and that you 

have been tricked into believing that you ARE the character called CLIENT NAME instead of 

realizing that you are projecting that reality from your Mind, that, in reality, you are the person 

sitting in the theater audience WATCHING the movie. Of course, the mark of a good movie is 

how much you are emotionally drawn into the movie and you totally forget you are in the chair 

until the end of the movie. This is what your Stress Pattern endeavors to do. It wants you to be 

emotionally involved in your life, to take everything personal, so you will be the victim of what 

is trying to BE. The result is a sick mind, sick body, or both, instead of you enjoying who you 

really ARE and deserve to BE-DO-HAVE. 
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Why? Your Stress Pattern, your MemGram®, feeds off of negative energy, we call this the 

HORMONE DUMP. You are an energy generator for the "dark side" and don't know it. 

I sent  your Soul Pattern and Stress Pattern to you in a previous email. I encourage you to read 

these every day because your Mind is your Body made visible. Your Stress Pattern, Your 

MemGram®, The Plan Against Your Life involves......TALK ABOUT THE VARIOUS MEANINGS OF 

THE CORE ORGAN(S). 

The Mind vs Body Dichotomy: PAST CAUSE 

The left big box is the CAUSE DICHOTOMY represented by Your Mind's Desire vs Your Body's 

Addiction.  

Your Body is addicted to the opposite of what your Mind desires because it confuses intensity 

with happiness. Your Mind's Desire stems from your Soul Pattern. You have a Mind's Desire for 

your life.  

Because your CORE is trying to BE, the Cause Organ gives us an idea of HOW or WHAT the CORE 

is using to BE. It does this by orchestrating an event or series of events when you are young, 

when you are most impressionable, when you have no authority, power or wisdom, that are 

"anti" your Mind's Desire. You innately understand that life is not happening the way you want 

it to be but you are basically powerless to do anything about it. So, you do what all children do, 

you use whatever tools you do have to survive the adults. This tool is your Mind and your 

Emotions. The Cause represents what you DID or DIDN'T DO that set the stage for today's 

problems. 

The events trigger an emotional reaction that triggers a HORMONE DUMP that tells the cells 

there is a party going on. Your cells do not know GOOD from BAD qualitatively, only 

quantitatively. In other words, a LOT of stress is a good thing; A little stress is a bad thing.  

So, the HORMONE DUMP signals your cells that this negative situation is something you enjoy 

and they go to work to collectively create and recreate a similar scenario, using the tools at 

hand, time and time again throughout your life.  

This is what we call THE INVISIBLE BELIEF SYSTEM. You have an electro-magnetic frequency that 

you emit that attracts People-Places-Circumstances-Events (PPCE) to play a movie that reminds 

your cells of negative scenarios that happened to you as a child. You emotionally react today 

just like you did then. The resulting HORMONE DUMP signals the cells that there is a party 

going on and the process begins all over again. The Hormone Dump is the payoff for a job well 

done by your Invisible Belief System that arranges the PPCE in your life to generate the same 

feeling(s) that you had when you were a child. You are unknowingly ADDICTED to the opposite 

of what your Mind desires. What gives it power over you is just that...you ARE NOT AWARE of 

WHAT it is doing, WHEN it is doing it or WHO it is using to do it. This is the power of 

MemGram® Processing. Knowing Your MemGram® will change your life! 
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Your PAST CAUSE Organ is [ORGAN NAME-NUMBER]...Talk about the various Organ meanings... 

Present Day Dichotomy 

The big box on the right is the Present Effect Dichotomy which is Do Want--Don't Get or Don't 

Want -- Do Get. The PRESENT EFFECT, or what your problem looks like today is reflected by the 

gland/organ displayed on the right side of your Chain. The Present Effect represents what you 

HAVE or DON'T HAVE because of what you DID or DIDN'T DO in the Past. 

Your Past Cause doesn't want to be discovered, so it hides itself behind a smokescreen. This 

smokescreen is represented by your Present Effect organ and corresponding emotion. The 

result is that your attention is on the wrong thing. You think your problem is one thing and you 

spend your time, money and energy dealing with that, to no avail, because the REAL problem is 

your PAST CAUSE which set everything into motion years ago. 

Your PAST CAUSE continues to be your PRESENT EFFECT; your past becomes your future, as 

long as you continue to be "in the dark" regarding your Invisible Belief System that is really 

calling the shots in your body, mind & emotions. As you think, so are you. Your Body Is Your 

Mind Made Visible. 

Present Day Knot: MemGram® Processing 

Now, see the list of Ages down the lower left side? Those are called Trauma Ages. Those ages 

indicate when and how many times your Invisible Belief System, your MemGram®, has 

arranged the PPCE in your life to create and recreate a scenario that caused an emotional 

reaction that you likely took personally and it resulted in a HORMONE DUMP much like it did 

when you were CAUSE AGE. 

Now, anytime you see an Age, the range is 2 years before/after. That is as close as we can call 

it. So AGE means between AGE & AGE. 

Think of your major symptoms, major problems, major obstacles as a "knot." This knot restricts 

your life flow and contributes to you having, being, doing less than you really are; less than you 

deserve; less than you desire. 

There is only one way to permanently untie a knot. Sure, there are numerous ways to "loosen" 

the knot. You can go to counseling. You can see your priest; your psychiatrist; your psychologist 

or your social worker. You can visit various health practitioners. You can get involved in support 

groups. You can visit with your minister. 

 All of these approaches may be helpful, but they all  have the same problem unless they are 

using MemGram® Processing. They cannot permanently untie the knot. It is a matter of physics. 

Just as there is only ONE way to physically untie a knot, there is only one way to untie your 

mental/emotional knot.  It must be untied IN THE EXACT REVERSE ORDER IN WHICH IT BECAME 
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TIED. This is so important for you to understand. Therefore, MemGram® Processing involves 

Processing each Trauma in the exact reverse order that they appeared. 

There is a Plan Against Your Life. That plan operates in a very organized manner. The universe 

operates in an organized manner. There are no coincidences. Everything is cause then effect. If 

you can determine the exact manner in which you created your problem, not only can you go 

back in time and emotionally remedy the situation, you can also insure that you stop re-

creating the cycle for your future. This is exciting! This is one of the most important discoveries 

of your life! Know Your MemGram®! 

Traumas: Addiction 

Notice the Ages on the lower left hand of your MemGram® Chart. Those are Ages at which you 

experienced a Trauma. A Trauma is defined as an experience whereby you once again 

experienced the same feelings that you did when you experienced your Past Cause. 

Your cells need a regular "fix." Once they develop the Invisible Belief System, they create an 

electro-magnetic pattern that is emitted from you to attract PPCE that can repeatedly give you 

the same feelings, again and again. In other words, unbeknownst to you, your entire life has 

been one of bouncing from one Trauma to another, always experiencing the same feelings, but 

distracted by different people, places, circumstances and events, so you don't catch on that it is 

really just your Past Cause controlling you so that your Existence Dichotomy (Soul Pattern vs 

Stress Pattern) can continue. This is your invisible ADDICTION. You can think of these Traumas 

as invisible TUMORS that are impinging on your life flow. They must be removed, but they must 

be removed in the exact reverse order in which they occurred. 

Black Hole 

Most people have a cycle of 2-10 years between Traumas. You should be able to see a pattern 

in your Trauma Ages. You can go only so long without a HORMONE DUMP. Your Trauma Cycle is 

about ## years. Notice that you have a gap CITE THE GAPS. This is what we call a Black Hole. It 

means there is some deep, dark, controlling, manipulating energy in that time period in your 

life  that is really calling the shots, but we can't see it. We know it is there because of the black 

hole, but we don't know what it is. It is on a MemGram® Level beneath this one. Think of your 

life as an onion. You have layers of experiences. This MemGram® Chart (Level-1) represents 

your outer layer. The Black Hole is on the next layer. All you have to do to discover what it is, is 

to remove the current layer. How do you do that? You do it by doing MemGram® Processing, 

but first you have to define your Trauma Words. 

Trauma Words 

OK, you now know your Soul Pattern vs Stress Pattern. You know your Past Cause. You know 

the Age of your Past Cause. You know the Present Effect of your Past Cause. You know how 

many Traumas have occurred. You know the Trauma Ages. Next, you need some help to 

understand what each Trauma was about. To do this, we give you the Trauma Words. 
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Trauma Words are the 3-4 words that explain to you what each of the Traumas were about. We 

don't know the exact PPCE, the players that helped you experience the Trauma, but we do 

know the Trauma Ages and the Trauma Words. 

You will see the first Trauma Words displayed on the lower portion of the MemGram® Chart, to 

the right of the most recent Trauma Age. Each Trauma Age has its own set of Trauma Words. 

We have displayed on your MemGram® Chart, the Trauma Words for your most recent Trauma. 

The Trauma Words are the lower case words. The capital letter words explains the Dichotomy 

that governs the Trauma. See, everything in life revolves around a Dichotomy. Even a Trauma is 

caused by a dichotomy. 

OK, let's do this. You are about to experience your first MemGram® Processing session. .Are you 

ready? Do you have your words defined? Ok, let's go. 

CORE: 

What did you choose as your definition(s) for your CORE WORD? 

Your CORE WORD is associated with CORE ORGAN. This is what is trying to BE. This represents 

your Soul Pattern vs Stress Pattern. Discuss CORE ORGAN(s). 

How does CORE WORD(S) -- OR NOT -- or your definition describe your Stress Pattern either at 

TRAUMA AGE or now? 

What is the feeling label? How did it make you feel? 

What do you know today that if you could have known it then it would have made a huge 

difference? 

CAUSE: 

What did you choose as your definition(s) for your CAUSE WORD? 

How would you use CAUSE WORD -- OR NOT -- or your definition to describe your Mind's 

Desire? 

Your CAUSE WORD is associated with CAUSE ORGAN. This is our first clue for HOW the 

MemGram® is attempting to get the HORMONE DUMP. Discuss CAUSE ORGAN(s). 

So, we know then that your cells are addicted to EXPLAIN OPPOSITE OF MIND'S DESIRE. 

WHO or WHAT set the stage for you at TRAUMA AGE or now for a negatively stimulating event 

that the cells would have misinterpreted as happiness? 

What is the feeling label? How did it make you feel? 
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What do you know today that if you could have known it then it would have made a huge 

difference? 

EFFECT: 

What did you choose as your definition(s) for your PRESENT EFFECT WORD? 

Your PRESENT EFFECT WORD is associated with PRESENT EFFECT ORGAN. This is what you HAVE 

OR DON'T HAVE today because of what you DID or DIDN'T DO in the Past. This is the PRESENT 

EFFECT Dichotomy which is reflected in the Do Want--Don't Get or Don't Want -- Do Get 

Dichotomy. This is also what the MemGram® is using as a smokescreen to distract you from the 

real issue. 

The MemGram®, your Stress Pattern, the Drag-On, gets its power over you only because you 

have not been aware of what the cellular addicition, the Invisible Belief System really is -- The 

Past Cause. So the EFFECT WORD describes what you are tricked into reacting to today so that 

you generate a HORMONE DUMP which involves the same feelings you had as a child. 

How do you see CAUSE WORD and EFFECT WORD being in partnership with this scenario? 

What do you need to start doing to avoid the HORMONE DUMP? 

OK, so when you walk out your bedroom door in the morning, what are these WORDS telling 

you that the setup is going to be to try to use available PPCE to generate a HORMONE DUMP? 

What does your reaction need to be to avoid the HORMONE DUMP? 

Good. Any questions? 

When do you want to do this again? 

OK, look for my follow-up email and if you have any questions remember we are here for you. 

You can call 888-221-4116 or you can email me at: YOUR EMAIL. 

Talk to you then. 
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1 Thymus (includes immune system, tonsils, adenoids, peyer’s patches, appendix) 

2 Heart (cardiovascular system) 

3 Colon (includes small intestines) 

4 Stomach (includes digestive process) 

5 Anterior Pituitary 

6 Liver & Gall Bladder 

7 Lungs 

8 Sex Organs 

9 Bones & Muscles 

10 Thyroid (includes veins/arteries of upper extremities) 

11 Veins & Arteries (of lower extremities) 

12 Brain & Nervous System 

13 Adrenal Glands 

14 Mind 

15 Hypothalamus & the Senses 

16 Kidneys & Bladder 

17/18 
Endocrine System 

(includes pineal, pituitary, thyroid, parathyroid, thymus, adrenal, pancreas, ovaries, testes.) 

19 Skin 

20 Pancreas & Solar Plexus 

21 Posterior Pituitary 

22 Parathyroid 

23 Spleen 

24 Lymph System 
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Organ-Emotion Chart 

SAF 
# Organ/Gland Condition Action Malfunction Emotion 

Low 
Emotion High Emotion 

1 Thymus Protection Against Infection Aggression Reaction Action 

2 Heart Synchronization Run Disharmony Love Deny Accept 

3 Colon Detoxification Contain Poison Hate Failed Achieve 

4 Stomach Digestion Dissolve Indigestion Happy Eaten Assimilate 

5 Anterior Pituitary Coordination Direct 
Take Up 
Space Observant Controlled Master 

6 Liver Transmutation Keep Transmutes Sadness Aged Rejuvenate 

7 Lungs Vaporization Exchange Eons Monotony Stifled Refreshed 

8 Sex Organs Reproduction Attract Perversion Apathy Separated Create 

9 Bones/Muscles Locomotion Hold Structure Pain Blamed Respond 

10 Thyroid Metabolization Action Regulatory Anxiety Criminal Justice 

11 Veins/Arteries Circulation Move Dispersion Resentment Gravity Games 

12 
Brain/Nervous 
System Electricity Time Deception Nervous Complicated Simplify 

13 Adrenals Capacitance Pressure Steals Energy Courage Shame Pride 

14 Mind Analyzation Space Mind Games Wonder Unknown Serenity 

15 Hypothalamus/Sense Evaluation Result Mind Distortion Attention Inhibited Communicate 

16 Kidneys/Bladder Filtration Refuse Terror/Phobia Fear Poisoned Purify 

17 Endocrine System Equalization Coordinate Force Conservative Perverted Balance 

19 Skin Demarcation Push Containment Boredom Lost Win 

20 
Pancreas/Solar 
Plexus Location Quality 

Controls 
Space Laughter Suppress Express 

21 Posterior Pituitary Hydrolyze Quantity Conductivity Grief Stuck Free 

22 Parathyroid Experience Have Stones/Tumors Anger Solid Dissect 

23 Spleen Rejection Do Steals Energy Antagonize Regret Appreciate 

24 Lymph Accept Be Accept Forever Enthusiasm Mystery Understanding 
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